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The most crucial objective of evar7 firll is to earn. 

l!'u.nds start now1ng out of business in absence of the earnings. So,' 
designillg of a careful.l.)' thought out plan for the management of 

earning is a necessacy condition. The earnings generated b7 the 

firm are the most significant internal source of financillg. Where 

as the payment of earnings to residual claimants as dividend 

illcreases their current wealth, it invOlve the use of firm's funds. 

Thus the twin ob,j ecti ves of the management or earnings ..;.' the 

distribution of earning as dividend and retention or the same being 

an iJIIportant source of internal t1nancillg 1 though desirable, are in 

conflict. On the one hand a bigher dividend rate means bighar 

earnin& per sbare and thereby favourable reaction on its market 

prices1 but on the other hend1 a bigher dividend rate results into 

less retained earnings leading to slow e:xpected growth rate and 

thereb)' the lower market price per share. 

The p0lic7 decision towards allocation or earnings 
(1) 

between d1 vidend and retention is a crucial one. It affects the 

firm b7 influencing the cost of additional capital1 its sale value 

and financial structure as well as the investors in eqnit7 1n terms 

of the vollll!le of dividend and the price of shares. At the same 

time other financial policies of the f:t,rm are also influenced bY 

this vital issue. 

While deciding the financial structure the dividend 

factor has to be assigned its due vei&htage. It 11 .aot to be 
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treated merely as a cost item; it is to be treated as an investment 

item also. When an additional dividend investment is made, the 

price earning ratio has its renections on it. However, the , "·.' 

capitalisation of reserves by the issue of bonus shares ~sb 

deemed to be a dividend element is a non-"cost item. 

Both the determination of the size of allocable 

funds to be distributed as dividend and the fixation of dividend 

rate are formidable tasks. A number of variables like legal cons

traints, earning power, taxation effect, cash flow, lagged dividend, 

growth of sales, market rate of interest etc. need be considered for 

a Illllllber of reasons like capital formation and growth, social 

responsibilities, holdings of interest-groups etc. However, as 
(2) 

dividends are to be paid only out of profits earned, the amount 

of profit in a given period stands as the basic deteminant of 

dividend rate. Again, the liquidity of the firm also needs 

evaluation as ps;rment of dividend will reduce the current working 
(3) 

capital; and if the latter is allowed to shrink considerably, 1t 

will affect the current operations. Thus declaration or dividend 

stands as the effect of profitability as well as a cause of 

illiquidity. The reasons for the latter is the transfer of a part 

of NW to .current zone by the declaration of dividend resUlting into 

inflated CL and thereby the shrinkage in we. 

The dividend paying firms in Terai region are 

si~ few (Table-VII.l). out of 19 sample firms, only two 

firms paid dividends in 1980. (Though information conerning two 
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firms eGIIl.d not be collected while data were compiled !:Annexure I 

(xxvi11)~, later information disclosed that even these two firms 

did not declare dividend - CHANDMONI for tb.e years 1979, 1980 and 

1981, and KAMALA for the years 1980 and 1981), Tb.e number of 

dividend paying firms was largest in 1977 due to boom in tea market; 

even during tb.at year also about one-tb.ird of sample units did not 

declare any dividend, Table VII.l clearly shows that the number of 

firms paying d1 vidend is both low and fluctuating. 

TABLE -' VI!el 

ifanDle np1 ts paYing dividends. 

r I • ' 

1 ~Eo 1198l Year 1974 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 

lilo.of 7 6 7 13 4 5 2 3 
units 

A further analysis clearly reveals (Table.:'Tr.4 

Page •• !!~.) tb.at during the octennium, six1 companies never paid 
• 

any dividend and the highest average rate of dividend (0,2691) was 

paid by one canpany only, 

Tb.e dividend p~ent pattern is also casual in 

nature, Only two canpanies were paying dividend tb.rougb.out tb.e 

octennium and except these two, none followed any stable dividend 

policy (Table-'VIIo2)o The dividend l'Qel bear no relationsb.ip with 

their earnings C Annexure I (xxviii)J. 



No, of years 
for which 
dividend was 
paid. 

No. of units. 

TABLE •' VII.2 

Frequanay in Dividend P8Yffi!nt 

liU l 2 3 4 5 

6 4 l l 2 l 
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6 7 8 

0 l 2 

In Terai the rate of dividend varies widely ,and has 

little relevance with tile size of investment in equity (Table-VII.a). 

The average yield on share comes to 0.0515 with a co-llfficient of 

variation of 0,7931. Despite wide nuctuations in PAT/EQUITY ratio, 

the firms followed 1n general certain uniform policy of 1No'profit, 

No dividend'• Deviation from such a policy is an exception that 
;1. ,iy,,,• 

coUld be observed only 1n one case i.e. ASHAPtJR, 

TABLE .0) VII. 3 

D1V:Irl'RJ11 ijatios 

Year J»IV/EQUITY 1 DIV/Plf.J! I PAT/EQUITY I DIV/NW 
I 

1974 0.0717 0,'2026 0.3538 0.0476 

1975 0.0564 0.5863 o.oool Oo0869 

1976 0.0898 0,2Q64 0.4352 0.0447 

1977 0.1295 0.2334 Oo5554 0.0566 

1978 0.0279 -' 0,0526 _, 0.5304 0.0181 

1979 0.0175 _, 0.0512 _i 0.3417 o.ol31 

1980 o.0038 -' o.ooa1 _, 1.2042 o.oc~n 
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The wide nw:tuations :l.n DIV/EQUITY ratio renect the 

earnings pattern of the firms. The highest· value of this ratio 

(1977) w.as due to boom caused by market demand factor - the unusual 

profit-taking that induced the firlas to pay dividendo The lowest 

figure :l.n 1980 (0.0038) was because of severe draught lead1q to 

abnormal decrease :l.n the volume of output and only one firm tSUKNA) · 

earned profits and paid dividendo During JST/7 though all tiie 

compFes earned profits Clillne=e I <=>J four companies paid 

not~ng; these also did not pay aTrl dividend during the octennium. 
I 

.tnot~er four companies paid divi¥nd only during this year (1977) .;;;; 

once] only in the octenn1um under review. 
I 

I The profit-~quity ratio nuctuates widely and surpassed 

the !unt value twice (1980 and 1981). The number of years during 

whic~ profits were earned and losses were illiiwred are well balanced. 

As +e ratio is, by and large, non-cantrollable,more so :l.n tea 

ind+try, because of its subjugation to natural vagboies, the abnormal 

fall/in this ratio during 1980 and 1981 had littl.e to be controlled 

by t management. The aggravation can also be ascribed to t~ 
,_,._. 

depr ssed market conditions. However, the :I:DCre.asing values of this 

rati ' 1n first .. half of the octennium, save that of 1975 (excessive 

t), was caused not by the managerial efficiency but by the 

dem d factor itself leading to rise in prices. 

The other ratio DIV/PJf! is controllable one and 1s the 4 

dir t outcome of the managerial decisions and is unlike that of 
I 

PJf!/~um. The pay out ratio (DIV/PA:J:) values de not disclose aDT 
I 

patt~rn and vary between 0.5863 to o.20as even when 1DO.ow of fUnds 
I 
I 
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through operational activities are, more or less, regular. A conser

vative policy influenoed by the lagged dividend can be observed amongst 

firms that paid dividends. Enquiry dUring survey revealed that the 

nuctuations :Ln. the rate of dividend with respect to individual firms 

are largely influenced by exogeneous factors of fraternity amongst 

the management groups and is not based on any :financial prinoiples. 

It was also not the out come of any formulated policy in this respect. 

DIVIDEND POL ICY. 

The dividend policy of a firm affects the dividend-'equit;y 

ratio, payout ratio and the cost of equity in terms of return 

provided and, thereby, the price of equity and the market value of the 

firm. 

A number of factors have their bearing upon dividend 

policies of which the legal constraints, the fim'! ~~t 

opportunities, the availabUity and cost of funds 'rrom other sources 

(new issues and debt), tax rates, share..;holders' desll'e t'or current 

income, and the 'information effect' ot' dividend changes, are the 

most int'luential. The bearings ot' these factors, their relative 

importance and their changes over t.ime and between rims make it 

difficult to arrive at a conclusion concerning the effect of a most 
(4) 

appropriate dividend policy. The two schools of thought on policy 

orientation of dividend ; one that treats 'internal investment needs 

as the prior, active decision, with dividends, if any, as a residual 

distributions' and the other one that treats 1 stable (sloWl;r graving) 

dividends as an active decision variable with retentions as a 
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residUal'. or the rormar scllool of th.ought, Modigl.iani and Miller, 

states tllat, "tile irrelevance or dividend policy, given investment 

policy, 1 is obvious, one you thlDk of it•. It is after all, merelY 

one more instance of the general principle that there are no 

1 financial illusions 1 in a rational and perfect economic environment. 

Values there are determined solely ey 1 real' considerations .:b in 

this case the earning power of the firm's assets and its investment 

policy_. 

'packaged' 

and not by how the fruits of the earnings power are 
' (5) 

for distribution," and finally asserts tllat "tile current 

valuation is unaffected by differences in dividend payments in any 

cl.ture period and thus that dividend policy is irrelevant for tile 
. ~) 
determination of market prices, given investment policy," 

llnongst the notables in the latter school of thought, 

Ezra Solanon states that •By and large, the hypothesis (D~ 

as an active variable) is consistent both with th.e financial 
~~ 

objective of market value maximl sation and with the behaviour of 
(7) 

firms•. He contends that dividends may offer tangible evidenee to 

the firm's abllity to generate cash, and as a result, the dividend 

policy of the firm affects the share price. He states "• .. in an 

uncertain world in which verbal statements can be ignored or 

misinterpreted, dividend action does provide a clearcut means of . m> 
'maKing a statement' that 'speaks louder than a tllousand words"• 

However, though a strong proponent of "dividend as an active polic¥ 
(9) 

variable and retention as residual", Sol'Omon admits that "firms 

with highly· variable revenue flows and variable investment 

opportunities, shorter planning horizons and relatively costly '-'' .<J • , 
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to eaternal 1'unds1 cannot afford to treat dividends as an 
(10) 

decision variable and tends to treat dividends as residua!~ 

Any study on the effect of payout on the market prices of 

Terai tea shares is constrained, by the limitation that most of the 

Terai tea companjes are not listed -- only six out of twenty six tea 

comJanies are quoted. Our survey revealed tnat the snares of non

listed tea companies are also being privately quoted in an unautllo-
. (11) 

rised and unor;,;c~'1ised tea snare market having its own brokers. 

These brokers confirmed tnat dividend decisions affect tne share 

prices of tne so-called private tea share market and tile selling 

prices are, in most cases, above the paid-up value of snares; they, 

however, declinsd to disclose tile relationsllip between tile book 

value of shares and their selling prices. As the market is limited 

to Jalpaiguri ..:.. a small township, the money value of shares do not 

reveal the true value of shares because of the conventional practices 

of paying dividend in kind (mentioned earlier). In most of the 

cases share transactions are held in very small lots -· one to ten 

shares only. Tne fluctuations in the prices of shares of such 

companies and in such a market become much more prominent in cases 

of •concerning', especially if closely held. No other information 

COUld be made available as brokers on tllis priVate tea Share market 

treat tne prices as most confidential. Thus a comparison between 

book-value and market value of shares of non-listed companies can 

not be made possible. 

(12) 
An analysis of tile EPS of quoted companies in Terai 
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tea industry (AXAL, BELGACi!I, NEW CHAIIP.J:A, NEW TERAI ASSOCIATION, 

URRIIIANNAH1 and PA!Ilh'lGOotHA TEA ASSOCIAXION) (Table-VII.4) reveals 

that ear1W111 increased by degrees duriJl& 197~~71 reaching peak in 

1'¥/7 • Most of quoted companies, like that of all the sample Wlits, 

reveal the same trend of earningsllAnnexure I (=.)J. During the 

octennium, the mean value of EPS of quoted companies (-2.225) 

disclose the same J&ttern as of the unquoted ones • 

Sample 
Code 

' ' I 1'¥/4 
• ' . ' 

T3 2.85 

Tl2 0.28 

Tl4 2.14 

Tl8 _, 6.69 

T19 3,83 

Meffi 1.46 

., 
liABI·LVII.4 

Earnings per share (Rs.) 

lll75 1'¥/6 1977 1'¥/8 

0.44 .;'8.07 
3,73 1.ll 

2.01 3.12 

7.22 2.61 

. 
1979 1980 19£11 

-'3. 87 -!!1. a4 -'5. 53 
~.13 -' 3.88 ~.oo 

-13.74 0.35 -5.75 

- 1.50 -10.90 0.51 

0.24 
0.63 
3,15 

2.56 

8.23 

4.80 
2.76 

1.68 

1.47 

9.14 18,95 -1.32 _, 4.23 -22.Bt 2.32 

0.81 - 1.09 1,49 -5.09 0.53 -22.08 -54.45 

2.60 5,52 -1.27 - 4.49 -13.44 -ll.32 

EARffiNG PRICE RATIO. 

The market price of the equity representing a valuation 

of the fut\U'e based on the earnings available per share and the risk 

factors involved in the business and in the indUstry to which it is 

engaged. The earnings price ratio of quoted companies (information 

is available with respect to quoted companies only because of the 
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constraint noted earlier) show a great variation (:J:able-VII.5), :!:he 

ratio reveals diversity between one company and another. Since share 

prices nuctuate widely from year to year (and even wtthin the year) 1 

the ratio for a given company also varies correspondingly, The shares 

prices of Terai tea companies are at times higher because of t.': .,. ' 
- .- .-_, _, 

attractive earnings (1977), But sometimes though the EPS is poor 

{Table-VII,4) relatively a higher price is quoted for shares :_-:. ''·· ::ct 

L,lnnexure I (xxxvi)J,, The share prices also soarc up because of 

'c~rning' attempts, On the whole, shares seldom sell at the level 

of earning-price ratio. The stock market experts opine that "It is 

a c ammon rule of the thumb that shares should sell at ten times 

earnings, i.e., the earnings-price ratio should be 10%1 the percenta!JI 

being lower and the multiplier being higher 1n the case or companies 

commanding investment prestige and showing a progressive increase in 
(13) 

earnings power." On the basis or this yeardstick it can be 

observed (Tables-VII.4 and VII,5) that shares of Terai tea c~panies 

are both under-priced as well as over~priced. 

:i:A!lkl, -· nr.s 
Earnings -· Price Ratio C%) 

1 
1976 ' [ 

' 
197911980 ·1 ~~lei I I I 1974 1975 1977 1978 1981 

Tl i I i i ' ~.1 ; ' - - - - - - - -
:1:3 16.76 0,04 21,94 0,07 0,07 ' ' - - -
Tl2 4.71 63.00 23.26 23,37 26.13 - 3.55 -
Tl4 9,48 12.47 16.45 ' -- - - -
Tl8 - - 12.27 27.07 - - - -

. prices are not the 
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The book value per share indicates the net assets . . 

available to share holders after off-setting the claims of external 

liabUities. The book value of shares of listed companies 

L-Annexure I (xxxv1)J indicate a rising trend in all the six quoted 

companies upt() 19771 only two companies maintained the trend during 

the octennium. The negative book values can also be observed (1979, 

l.980, 1981) in three cases (.A'.I:AI.1 liEW CHAMPU and PAHARGOOMIAH) and 

the apparent reasons are the negative earnings (Table-VII.4). The 

declining trend in book values (1978-81) is the resultant effect of 

poor earnings because of depression in the market as well as decline 

in the volume or output. The former was because of market demand 

factor and the latter was effect of vagaries of the nature. The 

market price per share in relations to book velue represents the 

market evaluation of every rupee of equity in the company. It 

indicates to what extent the market value of equity is protected by 

the assets of the company taken at their bo<E value. .The ratio 

value signifies the degree of protection to investors. The market 
(14) 

prices of listed companies, from stock exchange sources, re~ .. l that 

in most of the cases the market prices are below tlle book value of 

shares CAnnexure.:I (xxxvi)J. The exceptions are for only one or 

two years and relate to •liEw TERAI (1980, 1981), BEI.GACHI (1980 and 

1981), PAHARGOOMIAH (1980) and NEW CHAMPJ:A (1980). The increase in 

the raj;io values of market price of shares to boot-value (Table-VII~ 

are due to sharp decrease in net worth. llowever, the emeptionel 

increase in NEW CHAMPJ:A (1980) is neither dUe to increase in the 
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earllings nor due to future prospect or growth bUt for tile n~ ••ll 
value or the denominator. 

IamPl• I 
Code. 

' 

' -
o.95 
" 0.46 

] ms J 
_, 

0.92 

o:aa 

j .. 
t'.so 
o;4s 

' 

11m 
_, 0.66 

0.66 

0~'57 

' -
Oo'i8 

i -

' -
l3.90 

1981 

I -
1.79 

4 -
U4 ' - ' - 0.73 

0.73 

o.ss 
o.s9 

0.57 ;~ - l.05 1.06 

Tl8 o.s1 ' - o.so o.34 
Tl9J .;· -· o.so o.4s o.s2 1.46 -' -' 

~ · . . !idli! :H ti 
1..;;< 1 denotes that values cannot be ascertained as one or till!! 
. . variables1 market price is not available from the St411J 

E.xcllange sources. ' 

STOC! DIVI!?EIIlD. 

For the conservation or cash and, thereby, tO 
' 

protect the erosion or we, preference to the issWIIICe or ~• 
(15) 

shares instead of cash dividend is the general practice of•. 

corporate bodies and Terai tea industry is no e:xception to t~ 

practice. Tile benefit of tu;..'exemption indUces tllis direct 

conversion of ~\81118d earning to .uSty oepital. Th011gb. stoillt 
I~( I 

dividend represents notlling more than capitalisation of reso~i!s,' 

without even altering the proportional o>mersllip of snare llol~~s, 

its real impact is generally renected on tile market prices or< 
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shares. Mathematically it can be shown as: 

it is ~ to share holders, 

Again, if (Na x ifa) ( (Bj, x "'t,) 

this implies losses to the share-holders. 

There is neithe:11 gain nor losses to the share~lders 

who received bonus shares 1n lieu of cash dividend. 

where, 

Na = Total n1111ber of shares iteludillg the bonus issus. 

Ma = Market prices of shares after the bonus issus. 

Bj, = Total nua~1 of shares before .the bonus issue. 

)\ = Market price of shares befcr e the bonus iss us. 

A special feature of the sliii!Ple Ullits 1n Terai tea is 

that 1 though majority of them are noa-listed, 100 per cent or th&lll 

had issued bOlllls shares, at least oDCe, since their incorperation. 

During the octennium under review five companies of which two el'e 

listed (BBl.GACHI and NEW CHAMP.I!A), issued bOlllls share. .Arter issue 

of bonus shares the market prices of shares of the fomer compaey 

did not renect aey impact (during 1980 or thereafter) and price of 

equities remained static tbroughout the octennium C.&nnexure I 

(x:x:xvi)J. In the case of latter it is difficult to ascertain the 

1mpaet (of bonus issue in 19'78) because or the effect of EPS which 

is much powerful to innuence tile market prices of shares. The EPS 
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increased by 55.22 per cent (Tabl~VII.4) end market prices increased 

by 39.47 per cent [J.tJru.xure - I (u:xvi)J. 

It is dif:ticuJ.t to me~ the actual return on ' 

equity in terms of dividend other than cash or stock as dividend is 
• 

also paid in kindo If benefit without consideration be defined as 

dividend, then dominant share-holders in Terai tea industry enjoy 

these returns which are indirect and available to them onJ.7. 

Information gathered during survey disclosed that under the garb of 

management and servicing charges the dominant share..;hoJ.ders manipulate 

the accounts and thereby take away a quite handsome amount of ~it. 

The ver~ty of this generally accepted feeling is a big questlon 

mark. 

lo 

2. 

• •••••••••••••••• 
·~ ' ••• 

Of the most important corporate financial decisions, if · 
arranged in order, the dividend decision is tile third --· the 
financing deci,P.on (capital...!aix) and the investment decision 
(asset - mix) are the first two. 

Sec. 205 (I) of The Companies Act, 1956{ provides that the 
P8l'lllent of dividend can be ma~· out of 1:hree sources onlY• 

(a) Profits of' the company for the year for which dividends 
are to be paid, 

(b) Undistributed prof'it4 of the previous year, 

(c) Money provided by the Central or state Governments for the 
payment of dividend in pursuance of' a guarantee provided 
by them. 

a. sec. 205 (3) lays down that the dividend is to be paid in cash. 

There are two schools of opinions regarding impact of the 
d1 vidend dec 1s1on upon the value of the firm. Tile first 
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school of thought (Jam&S E. Walter and Modigl.iani and Miller).." 
hold the view that dividend pa7J11ent is a passive 'residual' 
after a retention decision have been takenj and dividend 
policy,' as a financing decision, is solelY determined by tj.le 
profitability of the investment opportunities. Hence, the 
value of the firm is determined by the earning power firms 
assets aud its investment policy and not how the fr~ts of 
earning power are distributed, And even under con~tions of 
uncertainty and risk share holders are indifferent between 
dividend and retaineA earnings, and hence dividend is a 
'passive residual' in the financial decision making of the 
company. 

' t~, 

:!:he other school of thought - (John Lintner and··· 
Bzra Solomon) - opines that dividend represents a 1pr111aq· and 
active' decision variable in most of the situatione, i.e. , 
divide!ld decision is taken first and the amo~ be r~l;fl~twd 
is a product of the decision and, therefore, . . . . ant fQ&' 1she· · 
valuation of shares. :!:he investors are DOt feren11 ~een 
dividends and retained earnings. . · ~ · •' .· 

(a) Modidiani,1 F, and M:l.ll~:t:J. M. H. "DIVIDEND POLICY,~t\oWl:H 
AND 1!HE V JIUU.AXION OF SHA!Il!iS0 , Archer, Stephen H., ·'lind 
D' Ambrosio, Charles A., ed, •rlj.! ~em ~ f.fia:ineffJ. 
Fi!.!!Se - A book of readings• segpnd edC o7 cmr an 
PUbliShing Co., Ind, New York 19'75', Pp, 636-663. 

{b) Walter B. James. "DIVIDEND POLICY : TIS INFLUENCJt ON :!:HE 
V ALOE bF THE EllTElwRISE" Stephen, H. Archer and Charles 
A. D'Ambrosio, ed, 2nd eAition. op,oit., P• 618-628. 

{c) Lintner!" Johnt' "Distribution of Incomes of corporations 
among D videnas, Retained Earnings and Taxes•,_ American 
Economic rleview1 Vol. XLVI No. 2 (May, 1956) "1'• 97-113. 

(d) Solomon,Ezra,, "The Theory of Financial Management", .•. · .. 
eolumbia University Press, New York 1 19631 P• 143, 

Modigliani and Miller, "Dividend policy' growth and valuation of' 
shares•. Quoted, frQIIl,-JI!!!'!ltl';"H.-'·atepnen and D1 Ambrosia, ~ .r 
Charles A., ed, op.cit. p. 640. 

Modigliani and Miller, op. cit., p, 658. 

Solomon, Ezra, op. cit. P• 144. 

Ibid,, p, 142, 

Ibid,, P• 139, 
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10. Ibid., P• 144. 

11. During survey it has been gathered that an unauthorised and , 
unorganised tea share market operate at .Talpaiguri town (West 
Bengal), having its own self-appointed brokers. :J:b.e reasons 
for the location of such a market at .Talpaiguri is the, location 
of registered head offices of a large number of public limited 
tea companies - in Feb. 19841 31 registered head offices were 
at Jalpaiguri town. or them ll c anpanies have their all 
estates in :J:erai region. 

12. The Steck Excb.ange Official Directory, WEEKLY REPLACEMEJ!Il! 
SERVICE1 Bombay Steck Exchange, Bombay, Vol. No. XVI, Section 
34 (i) to (iv). ' 

13. Ibid., Vol. No. I Section 4 1 (EXPI.AN.AXORY NO:J:ES), P• 51. 

14. Ibid., Vol. No. XVI, Section 34 (i) to (iv). 

15. The Companies Act, 19561 Sections 96 1 97 and 205 (3). 


